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Abstract: This article aims to provide a comprehensive review of recent advances in the use of
gas-phase synthesized nanoparticles in the field of sensing technology. Since there are numerous
and diverse reviews that already cover the subject extensively, this review focuses predominantly
but not exclusively on gas-phase synthesized metallic nanoparticles and their most prominent
sensing-applications. After a brief overview on the main uses of nanoparticles in science and technology,
as well as a description of the dominant fabrication methods, the review discusses their incorporation
in strain-sensing, chemical sensing and bio-sensing as well as a few other sensing-applications.
The review highlights the inherent advantages of nanoparticles, as well as how they combine with
flexible gas-phase synthesis processes.
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1. Introduction

Nanotechnology has been one of the main driving forces over the recent past in scientific fields
as diverse as material science, physics, electronics, biotechnology, medicine, etc. The main focus of
nanotechnology is the implementation of materials with dimensions in the nanometer scale in devices.
Macroscopic materials’ fundamental properties drastically change when they are shrunk to a size that is
comparable to that of DNA, viruses and atoms, highlighting an enormous potential for unique and novel
technologies. Nanomaterials can be considered as artificial atoms that can be combined so as to obtain
new materials with unprecedented properties in an always expanding field of possible applications.

Organic, inorganic or metallic nanoparticles (NPs), remain to date amongst the most studied of
nanomaterials. There is an abundance of original scientific reports as well as reviews related to the
properties and possible uses of individual organic NPs, inorganic NPs, NP ensembles, metal oxides,
dendrimers, proteins, micelles etc.: targeted drug delivery [1], molecular biotechnology [2], the use of
metal oxide nanoparticles as antibacterial agents [3], their combination with polymers [4], their use
as nano-sized power generators [5] and in environmental remediation [6], are only a few of their
possible applications.

Metallic nanoparticles in particular, are widely and commonly employed as active materials in
various applications such as optical sensors [7], in light-based technologies [8], as potent antimicrobial
materials [9], in chemical and biological sensing [10], in catalysis [11], in drug delivery [12], in imaging
applications [13], in sustainable energy technology [14] and in energy-harvesting [15]. Apart from
metallic NPs consisting of a single metal, bimetallic NPs synthesized as alloys or core-shell structures
are also used in a wide range of applications [16]. The integration of NPs in sensing technology is of
particular interest since their high surface/volume ratio and unique optical, chemical and electrical
properties render them as ideal active materials in almost any sensing scenario. Solid Au NPs have been
studied extensively as chemiresistive [17] or plasmonic surface enhancement for Raman scattering-based
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devices [18], for the chemical sensing of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), biosensors [19], sensors for
infectious diseases [20], environmental sensing [21], food quality inspection [22] as well as strain sensing [23].

The current review aims to report on recent research efforts on sensing devices, based on NPs
grown by physical methods with emphasis on gas-phase grown NPs. Strictly speaking, the gas phase
manufacturing technique of bare metallic NPs, utilizes processes that will be described in Section 2
and are illustrated in Figure 1. However, in this review we also consider sensors that make use of bare
NPs formed by the two-step process, namely physical deposition and annealing of a thin metal layer.
We believe that the latter investigations are of interest for researchers using NP deposition by the gas
phase technique since performing the NP fabrication at room temperature (R.T.) and in a single step,
can be an attractive alternative method for replacing the two-step process. The article begins by briefly
discussing the gas-phase technique for NP synthesis as well as the chemical and biosynthesis of NPs.
The second part of the review showcases recent results related to strain-sensors as well as a few other
types of devices. In the second part of the review a brief description regarding charge-transport and
the strain-sensing mechanism in the case of gas-phase NPs will be also provided; this discussion
relates directly to other types of sensors discussed in the following sections of the article. As a next
step the review discusses one of the most reported type of sensing-devices employing gas-phase NPs,
i.e., chemical or gas-sensors and will finally report on recent progress in the fields of bio-sensing. It is
the authors hope that after a thorough review on recent advances in this field, the reader will appreciate
the flexibility and the advantages offered by gas-phase generated NPs, in the design of a sensing device.

2. Nanoparticle Synthesis

2.1. Gas-Phase Nanoparticle Synthesis

One of the most common methods for NP synthesis is the one employing the physical vapour
deposition (PVD) technique of direct current (DC) or radio frequency (RF) sputtering; this technique does
not feature any dangerous chemical reagents or complex chemical synthesis steps. In DC sputtering
a metallic target is bombarded by ions of an inert gas; in this way, gas-phase atoms from the target’s
surface are detached and due to a pressure difference between the nanoparticle generation chamber
and the deposition chamber (Figure 1), they start to condensate whilst moving towards the deposition
chamber. This process allows for facile NP size control as well as NP surface coverage on top of the
deposition substrate; in addition, the entire process is conducted in R.T. Metallic nanoparticles can
be also formed using sputtering of a metal target when this is followed by thermal treatment of the
deposited metallic film that results in material aggregation and thus NP formation. The sputtering
technique is common in the microelectronics industry hence suitable for mass production and batch
fabrication, as well as in research. Today, there exists a great number of publications related to
sputtering’s principles, theoretical studies for particle formation as well as modifications on sputtering
systems so as to obtain improved properties [24]. Since a detailed discussion related to sputtering is
outside the scope of the current review, readers interested on the subject are strongly encouraged to
consult the relevant publications.

2.2. Alternative Methods for NP Synthesis

Perhaps the most common method for NP synthesis as well as shape-control is the one based on
chemical methods [25] that have been covered extensively in the literature; such methods produce
NPs that are commonly called colloidal. In brief, colloidal NCs are synthesized in a liquid solution
containing some stabilizing organic molecules, broadly termed as surfactants. As extracted from their
growing medium, they are typically made of a crystalline core with the desired chemical composition
and a monolayer surface shell of tightly coordinated surfactants that provide them with solubility and,
hence, with colloidal stability. In addition, surfactants can tune the overall physiochemical properties
of the NPs. In colloidal synthesis, molecular precursors containing the atomic species that will form
the NCs are introduced into a flask and allowed to react or decompose at a suitable temperature [26].
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More recently, the green-synthesis of biogenic NPs (NPs deriving from biomaterials) has also
attracted attention, by providing cost-effective and easy to prepare NPs that employ eco-friendly materials.
Amongst the key advantages that this technique offers over chemical synthesis methods, is the
biological capacity to catalyze reactions in aqueous media at standard temperature and pressure [27].
The biological synthesis of nanoparticles is a bottom-up approach that involves the use of living
prokaryotic/eukaryotic cells, biomolecules extracted from living cells and cell free supernatant or
extracted biomolecules; these can act as reducing or capping agents for NP formation. The biogenic NP
synthesis is enabled by key enzymes (e.g., oxidoreductases, NADH-dependent reductases etc.) that are
present in biomaterials, which can first bind to metallic ions and then reduce them. Today, many reports
can be found on the extracellular synthesis of metallic NPs, by using different bacterial strains,
fungal species, yeasts and plant or flower extracts as bio-nanofactories for eco-friendly-one-step-rapid
synthesis NP formation [28].
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a typical ion-sputtering system. Key components can be seen in the 
Deposition and Nano-gen chambers (b) Bright field TEM micrographs comparing NP film surface 
coverage for varying deposition time (10 min and 24 min). (c) Surface coverage in relation to 
deposition time. Figure 1b,c reprinted from [29], with permission from Elsevier. 
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a typical ion-sputtering system. Key components can be seen in the Deposition
and Nano-gen chambers (b) Bright field TEM micrographs comparing NP film surface coverage for varying
deposition time (10 min and 24 min). (c) Surface coverage in relation to deposition time. Figure 1b,c
reprinted from [29], with permission from Elsevier.

3. Strain Sensors and Other Devices

This part of the review will deal with recent advances mainly in the field of strain sensing. Since the
conductivity of gas-phase, NP-based sensors can be tuned by modifying the surface coverage/density of
the NP film on the substrate’s surface, devices of varying conductivity can be produced. Strain sensing
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devices can either utilize NP films with a conductivity that lies just below the percolation threshold
(conductivity via an activated tunnelling mechanism), dense “metallic” type films as well as employing
cracked substrates (oxides etc.) in order to further enhance the sensitivity (usually indicated by
the gauge factor, GF) of the device. All results discussed in the current section are summarized in
Table 1. Section 3.1 discusses the physical mechanisms of charge transport phenomena in the case of
sensors based on gas-phase synthesized NPs; this discussion is also relevant to devices presented in
Sections 4 and 5 of this review.

3.1. Conductivity in Metallic NP Films, Strain-Sensing Mechanism

The operational principle of nanoparticle-based sensors is based on the fact that NPs have
an inter-particle distance, which is key to the conductivity of the device. Assuming that the inter-particle
distance is defined by l, the conductivity is given by the following equation:

R = r0 exp(βl) exp(Ec/kbT) (1)

where β is the tunneling constant, r0 a pre-exponential constant, kb is the Boltzmann constant, T the
temperature and Ec the activation energy which is given by:

Ec = (e2/8πεε0) [1/r − 1/(r + l)] (2)

where, r is the mean diameter of the nanoparticles and ε the electric permittivity of the dielectric
medium. At R.T. Ec (Kb T) � 1. Herrmann et al. [30], have proposed a theory suggesting that the
differential resistance change is given by the following equation:

∆R/R = exp(gγ) − 1 (3)

where, g is the strain sensitivity or the strain G.F. and γ the deformation. For small γ, Equation (3)
becomes:

∆R/R = gγ (4)

this is the case for chemically synthesized, solvent-based, cross-linked NP sensors.
Aslanidis et al. [31] have shown that there is a need to modify the previous equations so as to

account for changes introduced in the case of gas-phase NP sensors, highlighting that Equation (3)
is not adequate to describe their performance. Relative resistance changes in the case of gas-phase NP
sensors, display strain ranges that can be described with a linear Equation (4) and others where they
are still linear but with a different slope and therefore different sensitivity; this cannot be accounted for
by the cross-linked NPs model. In their study, Aslanidis et al. conclude that new inter-particle gaps
are formed during device bending. These new gaps are critical for device sensitivity, increasing its
G.F. above a specific strain-threshold. In fact, the new G.F. (g) of the device can be calculated by the
following equation:

∆R/R0 = γ (g + kr0/R0 + k’r0/R0) (5)

Equation (5) is linear, with different slopes and has proven to fit more accurately the behaviour of
gas-phase NP sensors than the previously reported model.
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Table 1. Gas-phase NP strain-sensors.

Authors/Year [Ref] Active Material Sensor Type Sensitivity Notes

Tanner et al./2012 [32] Pt NPs Strain-sensor 75 G.F. Gas-phase NPs,
Si substrate

Zheng et al./2014 [33] Cr NPs Strain-sensor 100 G.F. Gas-phase NPs,
PET substrate

Xie et al./2018 [34] Pd NPs Strain-sensor 1000 G.F. Gas-phase NPs,
PET substrate

Patsiouras et al./2018 [35] Pt NPs Strain-sensor 45 G.F. Gas-phase NPs,
Si substrate

Schwebke et al./2018 [36] Pt NPs Strain-sensor 23 (BN), 9–9500 (Al2O3)
G.Fs

Gas-phase NPs,
BN & Al2O3

substrate

Min et al./2019 [37]
Ag

NPs/MWCNTs
composites

Strain/stretch-sensor 58.7 G.F. Gas-phase NPs,
PDMS substrate

Lee et al./2019 [38] Ag NPs Strain-sensor 290.62, 1056 (cracks) Gas-phase NPs,
PI substrate

Liu et al./2019 [39] Pd NPs Strain-sensor 55 (0.3% strain)–3500 (8%
strain)

Gas-phase NPs,
PET substrate

Aslanidis et al. [31] Pt NPs Strain-sensor 60 G.F. (strain < 0.64%),
85 G.F. (strain > 0.64%)

Gas-phase NPs,
PI substrate

Chen et al./2019 [40] Pd NPs Pressure-sensor/Barometer 0.13 kPa−1 Gas-phase NPs,
PET substrate

Zhang et al./2017 [41] Au NPs/UCNPs
structure Temperature-sensor 1.35% K−1 (325 K)

Gas-phase NPs,
PI substrate

3.2. Review of Recent Advances in NP-Based, Strain-Sensors and Other Physical Sensors

One of the first published results related to gas-phase NPs was that of Tanner et al. [32]; in that
paper the authors took advantage of sputtering’s potential for tuning the surface coverage of the device,
optimizing the strain sensors performance accordingly. Highest sensitivities have been recorded
for intermediate NP densities, just below the percolation threshold, where the tunnelling/hopping
charge-transport mechanism is dominant. Zheng et al. [33] have deposited Cr NPs on top of flexible
PET substrates. The authors produced devices dominated by quantum charge-transport phenomena,
resulting in improved GF compared to semiconducting or metal foil strain sensors, as well as in a wider
dynamic range with a workable maximum applied strain beyond 3%. Xie et al. [34] used Pd NPs on top
of a PET substrate in three different NP surface densities that were dominated by the hopping/tunnelling
mechanism. Again, sensors with lower surface densities exhibited higher sensitivities (G.F. of 1000)
as well as mechanical robustness in repeated fatigue tests. Patsiouras et al. [35] utilized thin alumina
(Al2O3) coatings deposited via the atomic layer deposition technique and on top of Pt NP networks,
in order to study the potential of the alumina layer to act as an effective humidity barrier coating.
Parameters such as alumina thickness and deposition temperature were evaluated; in addition, the effect
of alumina and NP size on the GF was also studied. Schwebke et al. [36] deposited Pt NP films on boron
nitride (BN) and alumina films that were previously deposited on polyimide substrates. The application
of high strains (close to 1.5%) reveals the formation of cracks in the alumina functionalized strain
sensors, which translates in a gigantic resistance jump and a proportional increase in GF (from 9 to 9500).
In contrast to the brittle alumina films, softer BN substrates remain linear throughout the applied
strain range. Min et al. [37] used an aerodynamically focused nanomaterials (AFN) printing system
(a dry printing method) in order to transfer aerosolised NPs/MWCNTs composites onto a PDMS
substrate. The authors studied critical fabrication steps such as the printing process and the effect of
substrate, achieving high levels of deformation (74%) and good mechanical stability (1000 load/unload
strain cycles). Lee et al. [38] studied the AFN fabrication extensively and optimized the AFN printing
technique (printing patterns & printing velocity) for the production of Ag NP strain-sensors on
polyimide (PI) substrates; this resulted in sensors with a GF between 18.6 and 290.62. In addition,
the authors induced mechanical cracks within the Ag NP film, thus radically increasing the GF of
the device. Liu et al. [39] studied the effect of Pd NP concentration on sensor sensitivity for sensors
implemented on PET substrates. Various GFs have been achieved according to the applied strain
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range. Finally, Aslanidis et al. [31] reported on alumina coatings used as a protection against humidity,
for Pt NP-based flexible sensors (Figure 2). The authors established a critical alumina thickness that
is suitable for protection for increased strains (flexible substrates) while at the same time submitting
the device in intensive fatigue tests; in addition, they also examined the effect of alumina on sensor
sensitivity. Another contribution was the proposition of a model explaining the behaviour of the sensor,
as strain gradually increases (introduction of two distinctive GFs); this model highlights the difference
between sensors utilizing solvent-free NPs (gas-phase) and solvent-based (colloidal) NPs.
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Figure 2. Measurement of resistance during gradual application of strain. Relative resistance over 
strain graph, where the GF is calculated by the slopes of the fitting line. Error bars represent the 
standard deviation of the measurements. In this particular example, the sensor has GF1 ~26 for lower 
strains and GF2 ~66 for higher strains. Inset picture shows the sensor’s actual “step-like” response to 
gradual strain application. Reprinted from [30] 

Figure 2. Measurement of resistance during gradual application of strain. Relative resistance over
strain graph, where the GF is calculated by the slopes of the fitting line. Error bars represent the
standard deviation of the measurements. In this particular example, the sensor has GF1 ~26 for lower
strains and GF2 ~66 for higher strains. Inset picture shows the sensor’s actual “step-like” response to
gradual strain application. Reprinted from [30]

Gas-phase, NP-based sensors are also used for other types of physical sensors. Chen et al. [40]
realised a highly sensitive piezoresistive sensor that can also be used as a barometer, by depositing
Pd NPs on PET substrates. Contrary to traditional pressure sensors, this device transduces the
external pressure on the elastic membrane on which the NPs are deposited; in this way the tunnelling
conductance between the percolated NPs changes, resulting in high sensitivity. Zhang et al. [41]
deposited Lanthanide-doped (β-NaYF4: Yb3+/Er3+) upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs), on top of
gas-phase Au NPs previously deposited on microfibers. The plasma-resonance on the surface of the Au
nanofilm can be excited by launching a 980 nm-wavelength laser beam into the microfiber, resulting in
an enhancement of the local electric field and a strong thermal effect. The fabricated device has proved
to be able to operate as a temperature sensor.

4. Chemical Sensors

The field of chemical or gas sensing is the one featuring the highest number of scientific publications
related to gas-phase metallic NPs. The main body of work related to gas-sensors, deals with conductometric
devices that utilize noble metallic nanoparticle as catalysts combined with metal oxides, while other
publications rely on the production of a hybrid NP/polymer-based device. The advantage of fabricating
and depositing NPs at room temperature (RT) and in a highly controlled manner is a unique feature of
gas-phase techniques that have been widely employed in order to produce a vast number of chemical
sensors. All results discussed in the current section are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Gas-phase NP chemical sensors.

Authors/Year [Ref] Active Material Gas Target LoD
(Concentration) Notes

Lee et al./2016 [42] Au decorated CuO
NWs CO, NO2 1 ppm Heat-treated NPs

Kim et al. [43] Pt decorated SnO2 NFs Toluene 10 ppm Heat-treated NPs
Wongrat et al./2016 [44] Au decorated ZnO EtOH 100 ppm Heat-treated NPs

Choi et al./2017 [45] Pt decorated SWCNTs NO2 2 ppm Heat-treated NPs

Yang et al./2017 [46] Pd decorated SnO2 on
LiNbO3

H2 100 ppm Heat-treated NPs

Gasparotto et al./2018 [47] Au decorated ZnO
NRs H2, O2 1996 ppm Heat-treated NPs

Liang et al./2018 [48] Au decorated VO2
NWs NO2 5 ppm Heat-treated NPs

Drmosh et al./2018 [49] Au decorated SnO2 NO2 50 ppm Heat-treated NPs
Cao et al./2019 [50] Pd decorated ZnO NRs EtOH 100 ppm Heat-treated NPs

Khalid et al./2019 [51] Au decorated SnO2
NWs EtOH 125 ppm Heat-treated NPs

Jaiswal et al./2020 [52] Pd decorated MoS2 H2 10 ppm Heat-treated NPs

Liang et al./2016 [53] Au decorated VO2
nanosheets CH4 100 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Yuan et al./2016 [54] Au decorated PS/WO3
composites NO2 50 ppb Gas-phase NPs

Li et al./2017 [55] Au & SnO2 decorated
MoS2

TEA 2 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Hao et al./2017 [56]
Pd decorated
MoS2/SiO2/Si
heterojunction

H2 0.5% Gas-phase NPs

Vernieres et al./2017 [57] Fe nanocubes NO2 3 ppb Gas-phase NPs

Dhall et al./2017 [58] Pt decorated
MWCNTs/TiO2

H2 0.05% Gas-phase NPs

Song et al./2017 [59] Au decorated ZnO
NRs TEA 1 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Chen et al./2017 [60] Pd coated PMMA
membranes H2 50 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Arachchige/2018 [61] Au decorated MoO3
NFs

H2S, acetone,
EtOH, H2

ppb level, 5, 0.2, 20
ppm (respectively) Gas-phase NPs

Xie et al./2018 [62] Pd NPs on PET H2 15 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Koo et al./2019 [63] Pt decorated Al-doped
ZnO Acetone 0.1 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Chen et al./2020 [64] Au decorated, 3D
MoS2

TEA 2 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Sysoev et al./2009 [65] SnO2 NPs/NWs 2-Propanol 1 ppm Gas-phase NPs
Shaalan et al./2011 [66] SnO2 NPs/ NWs/MWs NO2 2 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Bhatnagar et al./2017 [67] SnO2/ SnO2:C NPs H2, EtOH 2% Gas-phase NPs
Vasiliev et al./2018 [68] SnO2 NPs H2 20 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Skotadis et al. /2012 [29] Pt NPs with single
polymer coating EtOH, R.H. 500 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Skotadis et al. /2013 [71] Pt NPs with single
polymer coating EtOH, RH 500 ppm Gas-phase NPs

Madianos et al./2018 [72] Pt NPs with four
polymer coatings

Chlorpyrifos,
RH.

100 ppb
(chlorpyrifos) Gas-phase NPs

Skotadis et al. /2020 [73] Pt NPs with four
polymer coatings

Chloract 48 EC,
RH

73.95 ppb
(chlorpyrifos) Gas-phase NPs

Afify et al./2015 [74] W4+ NPs/sepiolite
grains

RH 40% Precipitated NPs

Hassan et al./2016 [75] ZnO NPs/sepiolite
needles

RH, NO2 and
H2

28%, ppm levels, 20
ppm Precipitated NPs

In an effort to improve sensitivity and selectivity of multiply-networked p-type CuO nanowires
(NWs), Lee et al. [42] functionalized NWs with heat-treated Au NPs of varying size. Heat treating thin,
RF sputtered, metallic films, in a range usually between 400 and 500 ◦C, is one of the most common
methods for obtaining well-dispersed and uniform metallic NPs. By mainly changing the thickness of the
initial metal layer, the NP size can be tuned. The heat-treatment approach has been followed by many other
groups so as to functionalize metal oxides with NPs and in order to improve their, sensitivity, selectivity and
reduce their operating temperature (from 150–400 ◦C) to RT. It is worth noting that in most cases this
two-step process that requires heating of the device at high temperatures, could be replaced by the
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single-step, RT gas-phase synthesis method. In any case, the use of high surface to volume materials
such as NPs increases the active surface of the device by introducing additional catalysis sites. To be
more specific, Kim et al. [43] have demonstrated improved sensitivity for toluene by modifying
SnO2 nanofibres (NFs) using Pt NP layers of varying thickness; Wongrat et al. [44] employed Au
NPs to improve the sensitivity of ZnO nanostructures towards ethanol detection; Choi et al. [45]
modified single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) with Pt NPs for better sensitivity, recovery
time and selectivity; Yang et al. [46] achieved better hydrogen detection by modifying SnO2 thin
films on top of a LiNbO3 piezoelectric substrate with Pd NPs; Gasparotto et al. [47] improved the
sensitivity of ZnO nanorods (NRs) towards H2 and O2 detection by decorating them with Au NPs;
Liang et al. [48] employed Au-decorated VO2 NWs of varying Au size and surface concentration
to study their effect on sensitivity for NO2 detection; Drmosh et al. [49] deposited Au NPs on SnO2

films for improved sensitivity, in RT NO2 detection; Cao et al. [50] used Pd NPs decorated ZnO NRs,
for improved ethanol detection at 260 ◦C, due to the catalytic behaviour of the Pd layer; Khalid et al. [51]
decorated SnO2 NWs grown on quartz and silicon substrates with Au NPs for improved ethanol
detection in RT. Finally, Jaiswal et al. [52] modified MoS2 with Pd NPs, for improved H2 sensitivity
compared to pristine MoS2.

Reports on single-step, gas-phase synthesized NPs used in tandem with metal oxides are also
abundant; the use of metal oxides, CNTs and 2D nanomaterials in tandem with catalytic noble metallic NPs,
guarantees improved sensitivity, selectivity and operating temperature: Liang et al. [53] decorated VO2

nanosheets with Au NPs, achieving increased sensitivity for methane compared to untreated nanosheets;
Yuan et al. [54] have functionalized tungsten oxide/porous silicon (PS) composites with Au NPs,
achieving ppb levels of sensitivity in RT; Li et al. [55] deposited Au and SnO2 NPs on the surface of
MoS2 for triethylamine (TEA) detection, achieving better sensor properties compared to pristine MoS2;
Hao et al. [56] decorated few-layered MoS2/SiO2/Si heterojunctions with Pd nanoparticles, increasing its
sensitivity towards H2 by optimizing Pd thickness; Vernieres et al. [57] fabricated Fe Nanocubes for NO2

detection, this yielded ppb level sensitivity by operating the device on a micro-hotplate; Dhall et al. [58]
introduced Pt NPs in a MWCNTs/TiO2 hybrid material, thus achieving improved sensitivity towards
H2 in RT; Song et al. [59] decorated ZnO nanorods grown directly on flat Al2O3 ceramic electrodes
with Au NPs, for the successful detection of TEA in close to RT conditions (40 ◦C) and for a relative
humidity (RH) of 30%. Chen et al. [60] coated PMMA membranes with Pd NPs to fabricate a H2

sensor that has a tunable sensitivity; the sensor can be optimized by tuning the thickness of the PMMA
layer and NP size. Arachchige et al. [61] decorated molybdenum trioxide (MoO3) NFs with Au NPs
towards the detection of H2S, acetone, EtOH and H2 gases; the sensor showed increased sensitivity
(10 times higher) if compared to pristine MoO3. Xie et al. [62] fabricated an optically transparent and
flexible H2 sensor based on Pd NPs on top of a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheet; the sensor was
evaluated under bending and was able to operate in a wide range of R.H. Koo et al. [63] reported on
Pt-decorated Al-doped ZnO (Pt-AZO) NPs for optimized acetone detection; the Pt catalytic effect leads
to an increase of absorbed oxygen ion species on the material’s surface. Chen et al. [64] deposited Au
nanoparticles on the surface of 3D MoS2 nanostructures, previously grown on top of Al2O3 tubular
nanostructures, thus fabricating a TEA gas sensor.

Bare (without any decoration) metal-oxide NPs have been also used as chemical sensors.
Sysoev et al. [65] used pristine SnO2 NPs as well as SnO2 nanowires (NWs), for the detection of 2-propanol;
the NW networks have been found to show better stability as well as sensitivity. Shaalan et al. [66]
fabricated SnO2 NP films, micro-wires (MWs) as well NWs, in order to compare their response towards
NO2 vapours. In all cases the operating temperature range of the device was from RT to 300 ◦C,
with peak sensitivity at 150 V for the NWs sensor; the NW sensor outperformed other sensor types
due its reduced inter-grain boundaries density. Bhatnagar et al. [67] used pristine SnO2 NPs as well as
SnO2:C NP alloys, to improve the sensor’s selectivity towards H2 and EtOH (both reducing gases)
detection; the sensors operated in a wide temperature range namely: RT −210 ◦C. Vasiliev et al. [68]
used the spark-discharge method to prepare SnO2 NPs; this “dry” NP synthesis method reduces
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the hydroxyl concentration on the NP surface, rendering the sensor lees sensitive to any changes in
ambient humidity.

In a different approach, other research groups aim to tune the inter-NP distance of the NP
layer while the sensor is exposed to volatile organic compounds (VOCs). This transduction process
takes advantage of sputtering’s ability to produce 2-D, gas-phase, self-assembled NP films of varying
surface-coverage, in a repeatable and controllable manner. As a result of this process, devices that lie just
below the percolation threshold present conductivity that is governed from quantum charge-transport
mechanisms such as tunneling, hopping etc. This renders the devices extremely sensitive in any change
in the inter-NP distance. Based on their original experience regarding the production of fully ink-jet
printed chemical sensors [69,70], Skotadis et al. [29] combined gas-phase, DC sputtered Pt NP films,
with polymer coatings in order to produce gas-sensitive devices (Figure 3). The polymer coatings act as
the gas sensitive layer of the device, absorbing many of the VOCs surrounding the sensor. This translates
in an increase of device resistance since the swelling of the polymer layer leads to the deformation of
the underlying NP film and in an increase in inter-NP distance; the sensing mechanism for this type of
devices can be explained by the discussion found in Section 3.1. The Pt NP films were of varying surface
coverage, to optimize the sensor according to the NPs distribution. Additionally, the authors have
demonstrated the successful implementation of this sensor on top of a flexible polyimide substrate [71].
In an effort to detect and identify pesticide vapours, Madianos et al. [72] improved the previously
reported device architecture by incorporating three additional and distinctive polymer coatings.
This improves the selectivity of the sensing array and in combination with statistical analysis methods
such as principal component analysis (PCA), the device ultimately identified between pesticide vapours
(chlorpyrifos) and RH. In a 2020 publication, Skotadis et al. [73] have used a similar device architecture
to identify between a commercially available pesticide, namely Chloract 48 EC (a chlorpyrifos-based
pesticide), and RH (Figure 4). Finally, in two publications by Afify et al. [74] and Hassan et al. [75],
non-traditional materials such as sepiolite grains and needles decorated by NPs, have been employed
as chemical sensors. In [74], various oxide/hydroxide NPs have precipitated on top of sepiolite grains;
pellets of the respective material combined with tungsten NPs exhibited the best behaviour as humidity
sensors, operating at RT. In [75] ZnO NPs have precipitated on top of sepiolite needles, towards their
implementation as humidity, NO2 and H2 chemical sensors, operating at an optimal temperature of 300 ◦C.
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Figure 3. (a) Transient resistance response to humidity, for a hybrid Pt NP/polymer chemical-sensor,
realized after a nanoparticle deposition of 10 min in ethanol (b). Relative resistance response of the
same sensor in humidity and ethanol. Reprinted from [29], with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 4. Distinctive fingerprint-patterns after the response of hybrid Pt NPs/polymer based sensors
with all four different polymeric coatings towards (a) relative humidity (RH) from 3.2% to 58.3%
(b) Chloract test-solution, for N2 carrier-gas flows from 32 to 1300 mL/min (identical N2 flows with
the ones used to achieve R.H. from 3.2% to 58.3%) and (c) combined response to both analytes.
Reprinted from [73], with permission from Elsevier.

5. Biosensing Devices

In the final part of this review, biosensing devices based on gas-phase NPs will be discussed. As in
the case of chemical sensors, varying materials such as metal oxides, 2D materials etc. have been also
combined with catalytic NPs in order to produce biosensing devices. High aspect ratio and catalytic
properties of noble gas-phase NPs are again prominent; it is worth noting that in the case of biosensors,
NPs prove to be an exceptional anchoring site for the immobilization of critical materials. All results
discussed in the current section are summarized in Table 3.

Hou et al. [76] have reported on ZnO nanorods decorated with Au NPs (ZnO NRs-Au NPs)
hybrids, without the addition of any surfactant or reducing agent, for the electrochemical detection
of ascorbic acid and uric acid (cancer biomarkers); the Influence of Au NP size and density has been
also studied. Li et al. [77] have prepared a disposable electrochemical sensor for the determination of
bisphenol A (an endocrine disruptor); the sensor was fabricated by depositing Au NPs on paper and
then modifying them with MWCNTs. Skotadis et al. [78] prepared a network of 2D, self-assembled Pt
NPs for the detection of DNA hybridization events (even for single base-pair mismatch); hybridized
DNA acts as a molecular conductive-bridging between NPs, enhancing conductivity (Figure 5).
By modifying the inter-particle distance (controlled via the sputtering deposition time) device sensitivity
was optimized. Yuan et al. [79] modified chemical vapour deposition (CVD)-grown graphene (GN)
with gas-phase Pt NPs on top of a glassy carbon electrode and without the need for GN transfer;
the well-exposed active PT catalyst sites, showed advantages in H2O2 detection. In a second article by
Yuan et al. [80], the development of CVD grown monolayer GN (on top of glassy carbon) decorated with
Au NPs was discussed. The paper reports on the amperometric and non-enzymatic determination
of H2O2 and avoids any NP contamination due to the transfer-free fabrication process. In a 2017
article, Skotadis et al. [81] prepared an environmental sensor for Pb2+ detection in water; the sensor
utilizes DNAzymes’ disassociation in the presence of Pb2+ ions, resulting in a drop of conductivity.
Galdino et al. [82] prepared a colorimetric biosensor for total cholesterol detection by using Ionic liquid
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(IL)-functionalized graphene oxide (GO), combined with cholesterol oxidase and decorated with
Au NPs. The use of gas-phase NPs prevents the undesired by-products and remaining ligands that
are always present after chemical NP synthesis. Gasparotto et al. [83] used ZnO NRs decorated by
Au NPs, for the electrochemical detection of the ovarian cancer antigen CA-125/MUC126. The Au
NPs provide a favourable platform for efficient loading of anti-CA-125 antibody via binding with
cystamine and glutaraldehyde (observed by SEM images); the reported limit of detection (LOD)
is 100 times lower than a standard immunoblot system. Madianos et al. [84,85] reported on two
different configurations for pesticide detection, by immobilizing appropriate aptamers for pesticide
capturing on top of Pt NPs. At first, the authors fabricated Pt NP microwires by employing e-beam
lithography and DC sputtering; in a follow-up publication the authors fabricated 2D NP networks
(less complicated fabrication approach). In both cases target capturing leads in a shift in the sensor’s
impedance. Biasotto et al. [86] used ZnO NRs modified with gas-phase Au NPs, for efficient Hepatitis
C Virus detection. Au was used for critical anti-HCV antibodies-capturing (by coating the Au/ZnO
structure with cystamine and glutaraldehyde). Danielson et al. [87] used Au NPs as anchoring sites
for biomolecules (streptavidin and DNA) in ZnO NWs. In 2020 Danielson et al. [88] modified GN
surfaces using gas-phase Au NPs so as to facilitate the attachment and binding of a DNA aptamer.
The sensor operates as a FET and is capable of detecting DNA hybridization events as well as the
protein streptavidin. Della Ventura et al. [89] have used the laser-ablation technique (using fs laser
pulses) for Au NPs preparation, in order to enhance the sensitivity of a quartz crystal microbalance
electrode. The authors have optimized the sensor based on NP surface coverage by successfully
detecting antibody-antigen interactions, increasing by 4 times the response of the sensor if compared
to a bare QCM electrode.

Table 3. Gas-phase NP biosensors.

Authors/Year [Ref] Active Material Target Type LoD
(Concentration) Notes

Hou et al./2016 [76] Au decorated ZnO NRs ascorbic acid, uric
acid

0.1 mM, 0.01 mM
(respectively) Gas-phase NPs

Li et al./2016 [77] Au decorated MWCNTs bisphenol A 0.03 mg/L Gas-phase NPs &
paper substrate

Skotadis et al./2016 [78] Pt NPs-2D films DNA hybridization 1 nM Gas-phase NPs
Yuan et al./2017 [79] Pt decorated graphene H2O2 0.18 nM Gas-phase NPs
Yuan et al./2017 [80] Au decorated graphene H2O2 10 nM Gas-phase NPs

Skotadis et al./2017 [81] Pt NPs-2D films Pb2+ ions 10 nM Gas-phase NPs

Galdino et al./2017 [82] Au decorated Graphene
Oxide Total Cholesterol 25 µmol/L Gas-phase NPs

Gasparotto et al./2017 [83] Au decorated ZnO NRs antigen
CA-125/MUC126 2.5 ng/µL Gas-phase NPs

Madianos et al./2018 [84] Pt NP microwires Acetamiprid,
atrazine

1 pM, 10 pM
(respectively) Gas-phase NPs

Madianos et al./2018 [85] Pt NPs-2D films Acetamiprid,
atrazine

6 pM, 40 pM
(respectively) Gas-phase NPs

Biasotto et al./2019 [86] Au decorated ZnO NRs Hep. C Virus 0.25 µg/µL Gas-phase NPs

Danielson et al./2019 [87] Au decorated ZnO NWs
DNA

hybridization,
streptavidin

100 pM, 10 nM
(respectively) Gas-phase NPs

Danielson et al./2020 [88] Au decorated graphene
DNA

hybridization,
streptavidin

15 aM Gas-phase NPs

Della Ventura et al. [89] Au NPs IgG antigen 25 µg/mL Laser-ablated NPs

Said et al./2017 [90] Ag/Cu decorated
graphene FETs Glucose 1 µM Gas-phase NPs

Jung et al./2018 [91] NiO decorated ZnO NRs
FETs Glucose 0.001 mM Gas-phase NPs

Soganci et.al./2018 [92] Cu decorated graphene Glucose 0.01 mM Gas-phase NPs
Olejnik et al./2020 [93] Au decorated Ti Glucose 30 µM Heat-treated NPs
Zhang et al. 2020 [94] Au decorated electrodes Glucose 1 µM Gas-phase NPs

Soganci et.al./2020 [95] Cu NPs/graphene,
sandwiched structure Glucose 0.025 µM Gas-phase NPs
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Figure 5. (a) Cross section of the Pt NP sensing device (schematic) for DNA hybridization detection, after
the target to probe DNA hybridization event (b) Sensor response (nanoparticle surface coverage: 46%,
IDE gap: 5 µm) for fully complementary (FC) probe to target DNA and single base pair mismatched
(1 base MM) probe to target DNA hybridization, in a logarithmic scale. Reprinted from [78], with permission
from Elsevier.

It is worth noting that there are many reports focusing on the detection of glucose. If the fact that
20% of the world population suffers from diabetes is taken into account, the importance of fast, selective,
portable, low-power, low-cost and accurate glucose sensors is more than obvious. Many efforts focus on
the detection of glucose oxide (enzymatic approach) while others focus on its non-enzymatic detection
(avoiding expensive and without long-term stability enzymes). Said et al. [90] prepared Graphite-oxide
based field-effect transistors (FETs) whose sensitivity was improved by incorporating Ag and Cu
NPs on a non-enzymatic sensor. Jung et al. [91] prepared a nonenzymatic flexible FET based glucose
sensor using nickel oxide NPs (NiO)-modified zinc oxide nanorods (ZnO NRs). It is worth noting
that the sensor was tried in human blood samples measuring glucose efficiently. Soganci et.al. [92]
used a GN film prepared by CVD and transferred to FTO glass; the film was then functionalized
using Cu NPs, producing a non-enzymatic sensor. Olejnik et al. [93] presented a flexible and
enzyme-free electrochemical biosensor based on the combination of Ti and Au NPs, modified by
a perm-selective Nafion membrane so as to improve selectivity. Zhang et al. [94] covered two
electrode materials (Au and conductive carbon) with 3.4 nm in width Au NPs for the preparation of an
enzymatic electrochemical biosensor; the effect of Au NP aerial density was studied by modifying
sputtering time. Soganci et.al. [95] in a 2020 article presented a non-enzymatic biosensor based on Cu
NPs “sandwiched” between two single GN layers. The unique sandwich structure, presented increased
sensitivity if compared to single layer GN decorated NPs; its stability, sensitivity and response time
were improved, in accordance with previous theoretical studies, due to the protection of the NP layer
by the sandwich structure.

6. Conclusions

A comprehensive review on recent advances of gas-phase synthesized NP-based sensors has been
conducted, focusing on strain-sensors, chemical sensors and biological sensors. The flexibility offered
by gas-phase synthesis methods offers unique advantages in the development and optimization of
nanomaterial-based sensing systems. Simple operation, low-cost, batch fabrication, facile control over
many critical device parameters (e.g., NP size and distribution/density), easy material combination for
the production of nanoheterostructures, easy integration of biomaterials and their room temperature
operation are but a few of their advantages. In addition, the avoidance of any complex chemical
processes for the fabrication as well as functionalization of NPs, leaves the surface free of any
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contaminants and chemical reagent residues; this proves to be critical in many of the aforementioned
sensing applications.

If the typical advantages of NPs are additionally taken into account (high surface to volume ratio,
catalytic activity, tunable size, tunable device conductivity that often relies on quantum charge
transport phenomena, size comparable to that of many biomaterials etc.), the gas-phase synthesis of
NPs emerges as a powerful and enabling technology that even years after its initial implementation,
still manages to push the boundaries in many and diverse scientific fields. The future prospects of
the gas-phase technique remain optimistic since it emerges as the most promising candidate for
easy and trouble-free integration in mass-production processes. It is worth noting that especially
sputtering has both a significant tradition as well as a strong presence in today’s microelectronics
industry. Competing techniques such as chemical or especially green synthesis of NPs have yet
to establish themselves as suitable and more favourable alternatives for the batch-fabrication of
nanoparticle-based devices. Finally, strain-sensors produced via gas-phase synthesis techniques feature
enhanced sensitivity when compared to competing techniques. This is partly owed to the technique’s
flexibility as well as its easy combination with various thin-film deposition methods for the production
of extremely sensitive devices. Such results could be easily applied in other sensing applications
(e.g., chemical sensors etc.), highlighting the technique’s ability to produce advanced and efficient
sensing devices.
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